DRIVERS GUIDE
WHEELY-SAFE SENSOR READER

TURN ON
Insert 2 AAA batteries in the Sensor Reader.
Press down the Power button for 3 seconds
and the Sensor Reader will Power up with
a bleep sound. The battery indicator in the
bottom right of the screen shows the
remaining powerlevel.

CHANGE UNITS
Factory setting is in psi. To change to display
pressures to bar, press the Power button five
times quickly, and to returnthe setting to psi,
press 5 times again.

TYRE PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Place the Wheely-Safe logo of the Sensor
Reader over the Wheely-Safe logo on the
TPMS sensor (you will feel a magnetic pull).
Within 5 seconds the TPMS sensor will detect
the presence of the Sensor Reader.
The TPMS sensor will flash RED once and the
current tyre pressure and sensor battery level
will be displayed on the Sensor Reader.

RECENT HUB TEMPERATURE
Place the Wheely-Safe logo of the
Sensor Reader over the wheel loss sensor
and the highest hub temperature in ºC
within the last 24 hours will be displayed
on the Sensor Reader.

SENSOR READER WARNING SIGNALS
When checking a tyre pressure prior to the
start of the journey if the tyre pressure has
fallen below 15% of the calibrated pressure
the Sensor Reader will flash..

If the calibrated pressure has fallen below 24%
the Sensor Reader will flash and bleep.

Note – Access to a sensor reader is required to read the remaining battery life of
both the wheel loss and tyre pressure management sensors. The battery life will
be displayed on the battery indicator when the reader is presented to the sensor.
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After looking at the receiver for information the driver is advised to
stop the vehicle safely and then, when safe to do so, walk round the
vehicle. The red flashing LEDs on either the sensor on the tyre valve or
the wheel loss sensor will show which wheel/tyre has the problem.
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